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Abstract 

The atomic structure of a Cu13Ni34Pd53 metallic glass was studied by molecular 

dynamics simulation at different temperatures along a shear deformation cycle. A 

simulation box of 1 million atoms was deformed in the x axis and then the original 

orthogonal shape was recovered. Directional pair distribution functions were computed in 

the coordinate planes and some significant directions along the shear deformation cycle. No 

anisotropy was found in the initial state, while post-deformation anisotropy was revealed by 

significant differences of the partial pair distribution functions. The analysis of atomic 

environments concluded that the remnant anisotropy remains constrained into the shear 

plane. Low temperature samples showed remnant anisotropy after the full shear sample, 

while close to the glass transition the anisotropy induced by the initial shear process is 

removed by the subsequent recovery process. 
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1. Introduction 

Unlike crystalline alloys, metallic glasses are amorphous metallic materials with short 

and medium range order but lacking the crystalline structure, this generates different 

mechanical properties than those observed in crystalline alloys with same composition. 

Metallic glasses exhibit some unique mechanical properties suitable for a variety of 

engineering applications [1]. 

Metallic glasses are produced by rapid quenching from the melt, the critical cooling 

rate to avoid crystallization is on the order of 106 K s-1 for conventional binary metallic 

glasses (MGs) and 102 K s-1 for bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) [2]. Indeed, glasses 

quenched at different rates are in different isoconfigurational states, characterized by its 

fictive temperature Tf, and their mechanical behavior is largely dependent on Tf [3,4]. MGs, 

ideally isotropic, can be anisotropic due to the solidification process [5], elastic and 

anelastic deformation [6,7], creep [8] and plastic inhomogeneous deformation [9]. While 

the atomistic origin of anelastic induced anisotropy has been attributed to bond-orientation 

anisotropy [8,10], the origin of flow induced anisotropy has not been unveiled yet. In fact, 

preliminary diffraction analyses suggest that flow induced anisotropy, if existent, should be 

very low. But, in a recent work [11], the anisotropy of metallic glasses induced during the 

Non-Newtonian homogenous deformation regime was explored in La, Pd and Ce based 

metallic glasses. In this deformation regime, at temperatures close to the glass transition Tg, 

the remanence of anisotropy after tensile or compressive deformations was observed for 

Weissenberg numbers (Wi) higher than 1-10. 
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In this work we show the results of numerical simulations on a Cu13Ni34Pd53 metallic 

glass under shear homogeneous deformation at a very high Wi number. This composition 

was chosen to approach a Pd-based metallic glass, given that some of the few available 

experimental results have been obtained in one of these alloys [12]. It is well known that 

the accuracy of an atomistic simulation depends on the potential function. Many studies of 

MGs have adopted pairwise potentials such as the Lennard-Jones potential [13]. However, 

it has been reported that pairwise potentials are unable to accurately describe the properties 

of metals such as the Cauchy discrepancy of elastic constants, vacancy formation energies, 

stacking fault energies, surface structure, and relaxation behavior [14,15]. Unfortunately, 

no potential is available for Pd-(Ni-Cu)-P alloys, in particular for Phosphorus, but Pd, Ni 

and Cu are common elements of many metallic glasses. The simulated composition shows 

glass formation without structural signatures of crystalline order after the applied 

quenching rates and we expect it will capture the essential features of the shearing process 

in this family of metallic glasses. Due to the high value of Wi number, the shearing 

numerical experiment is expected to induce a high degree of anisotropy in the metallic glass 

sample, this allowing us to characterize the distinctive structural features of this anisotropy. 

2. Materials and methods 

In this study, we adopted the EAM potential to describe interatomic interactions in 

the simulation model. The potential consists of a simple additive potential function and an 

embedded function given by:  
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Where 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) is the short-range pair potential and 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the distance between atoms i 

and j, 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 is the total density and 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖) is the embedded atom function depending on the 

local electronic density. The MD (Molecular dynamics) simulations were carried out using 

the LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) simulation 

package [16]. The potentials used are given in [17]. The sample Cu13Ni34Pd53 with a total 

number of 1 million atoms was prepared in multiple steps, always using the NPT ensemble. 

A simple cubic lattice was generated by putting the atomic species in random lattice sites. 

This structure was subsequently melted by heating it up to 2000 K and the liquid was 

equilibrated for 2 ns. The liquid character of the alloy was checked by visual 

inspection and by computation of the pair distribution function. Subsequently, the 

sample was quenched to 800 K, 780 K, 740 K, 720 K, 700 K, 680 K, 650 K, 300 K and 0 K 

at a cooling rate of 1013 K s-1. Then, the samples were equilibrated at these temperatures for 

2 ns. The time step was 1 fs and the glass transition at this cooling rate, detected as the 

change of slope in the volume vs temperature evolution, was found at 715 K. 

The equilibrated samples were subjected to a shear deformation cycle on axis x. The 

box was deformed by keeping the lower side fixed and displacing the upper side in the x 

direction, keeping both sides parallel – shearing process –. After the maximum desired 

deformation was obtained, the upper side was displaced back to its original position – 

recovering process –. The deformation cycles were performed with maximum deformations 

of 10%, 25% and 50% respective to the box length, all starting from the same initial 

configuration. Both shearing and recovering processes were performed at a deformation 

rate �̇�𝛾=1010 s-1. 
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Shear strain in the samples was computed with ovito [18] following [19,20]. Changes 

in the atomic distributions were revealed by computing the directional pair distribution 

function (dPDF) computed in plane sections, defined as 

 
𝑔𝑔(𝑟𝑟) =

1
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Here, 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 is the number of atoms in the sample, 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 is the number of atoms in a plane 

section of thickness ∆, and 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the interatomic distance. By choosing the plane sections 

with different spatial orientations we can distinguish the different spatial arrangements in 

different directions, the directional PDF computed in a plane normal to a certain s direction 

will be noted as s-dPDF. The thickness of the plane sections is taken as ∆=1.1 Å. 

In order to determine if the observed anisotropy is spatially localized, the geometric 

atomic inertia tensor up to second neighbors was computed, defined as 

 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘(𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖) = �
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Eq. 3 

where 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑙𝑙 are the tensor components and 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the interatomic distance whose 

components are 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘. The diagonal components 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 give a measure of the atomic 

distribution in the plane orthogonal to the 𝑘𝑘-axis. The logistic function is inserted as a 

smooth step function centered in 𝜌𝜌2, the second maximum of the PDF. Note that only the 

atomic positions are considered, this is why we refer it as the geometric inertia tensor, as 

the atomic masses are neglected. 
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3. Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows an example of the shear strain distribution of the sample deformed at 

300 K after shearing (left) and at the end of the recovery process (right). The atomic shear 

strain is referred to the initial configuration of neighboring positions until a cutoff distance 

of 4 Å [19]. Visual inspection shows a heterogeneous distribution of the shear strain but 

without signature of strain localization in shear bands. The inspection has been performed 

on multiple planes normal to different directions and for the multiple time steps through the 

deformation process, thus confirming that no shear bands appear during the shearing at 

these temperature and deformation rate conditions. This may be due to the high 

deformation rate, which may be preventing the formation of shear bands. In fact, shear 

bands were usually found by numerical simulation at lower deformation rates [20,21]. The 

visual inspection also indicates that the strain seems to align parallel to the shear direction 

during the shearing process. However, this feature is lost after recovery, which shows a 

featureless distribution of shear strains. This fact does not allow us to gain insight into the 

possible structural anisotropy in the samples.  

Figure 2 shows the dPDF of planes normal to the three coordinate axes, computed 

along the shearing and recovery process at different temperatures. In all cases the three 

dPDFs coincide before the deformation processes, showing that the samples are isotropic 

after the quenching and successive annealing. The overall shape of the initial PDF at 700 

and 720 K is clearly different from the one found at lower temperatures. The shoulder of 

the second peak and the structure of the third peak, typical of amorphous solid metals [22] 

vanish, and the PDF shows a liquid character. Also the extent of ordering in the structure is 

clearly different. At temperatures of 680 K and below the oscillations in the PDF are 
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plainly noticed even at 20 Å distance. At 700 and 720 K they vanish almost completely 

after the 6th shell of neighbors at a distance below 15 Å.  

The deformation protocol has a different effect at different temperatures. At low 

temperatures (0 and 300 K) no particular changes are observed after shearing, but the dPDF 

decouple in the recovery process. The z-dPDF (computed in the xy-planes) becomes 

different from those computed normal to the x or y directions. Large differences are 

observed in the second coordination shell, but the shape of the first correlation peak is also 

affected, this effect on the first dPDF peak will be further discussed below. The presence of 

larger effects in the z-dPDF is predictable as the shearing process is performed in the xy 

plane, and thus it is expected that the anisotropy be mostly observed in that plane. At 

intermediate temperatures (650 and 680 K) the anisotropic effects of the shearing process 

are not observed any more. At these temperatures, the amorphous structure is able to 

accommodate to the shearing faster than the rate of distortion induced by the deformation 

protocol. Contrary, at 700 K the dPDFs decouple again but only after the shearing process, 

regaining isotropy after the recovery. This change in the z-dPDF indicates that the 

distortion of the structure in the xy plane during shearing is faster than the relaxation time 

needed for the liquid to regain the equilibrated structure. Finally, at 720 K the mobility of 

the system is fast enough to maintain the structural isotropy throughout the whole shearing-

recovery cycle. 

Figure 3 top shows the dPDF computed in planes rotated around the z axis at 300 K. 

The z-PDF is obviously not affected by the rotation. As already shown in Figure 2, the x- 

and y-PDF coincide before rotation, but all three dPDFs become decoupled after rotation. 

Rotation of 22.5º and 67.5º show very similar x- and y-PDF, and the largest decoupling is 
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observed in the dPDF computed when the x and y axes are rotated 45º around the z 

direction. In this case, the x-PDF and y-PDF are computed in the x=y plane and x=-y plane 

of the sample, respectively. 

Figure 3 bottom shows a detailed view of the first dPDF peak for the same system. It 

can be seen that the first interatomic distance decreases in the x=y direction and increases 

in the x=-y direction, as expected given that in the recovery process the box is compressed 

in the x=y direction and expanded in the x=-y direction. This decoupling of the dPDFs 

along the two diagonals of the xy plane provokes the effect noted previously on the first 

peak of the z-PDF, which shows the average distribution of first neighbor distances in this 

plane. Figure 4 shows the dPDF of rotated axes for the sample sheared at 700 K. As noted 

above, the sign of anisotropy is only observed at the end of the shearing step. At this point 

the position of the first maximum of the x-PDF – computed in x=y plane – increases, while 

it decreases in the y-PDF – x=-y plane –; this is also coherent with the stretching of the box 

in the x=y direction and the correspondent squeezing in the x=-y direction along the 

shearing process. 

Figure 5 shows the intensity of the diagonal elements of the geometric atomic inertia 

tensor of the sample deformed and restored at 300 K in two representative xy and xz 

planes. Qualitative analysis on the xy plane shows similarities between Ixx and Iyy, whose 

higher values – shown as red spots – appear scattered on the sample and are often 

correlated. On the contrary, high values of Izz on the xy plane appear aligned along the y=z 

and y=-z directions. As for the xz plane, no correlation is found between Ixx, Iyy and Izz. This 

seems to indicate that anisotropy appears aligned in the directions in which the box is 

squeezed (during shearing) and compressed (during recovery). 
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Experimental evidence [23] in metallic glasses shows two different flow regimes, 

inhomogeneous flow at low temperatures and homogenous flow close to the glass 

transition. Inhomogeneous flow is characterized by the formation of shear bands, already 

detected in molecular dynamics simulations [20]. As we did not find the formation of shear 

bands in our simulations we cannot connect the remnant anisotropy with inhomogeneous 

flow. Therefore, the extent of structural change under flow has to be attributed to 

homogeneous flow which has been extensively studied in polymer rheology [11,24]. The 

degree of structural change that can be expected is related to the dimensionless 

Weissenberg number, Wi:  

 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼�̇�𝛾 =
𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒
 Eq. 2 

where 𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼 is the relaxation time at the studied temperature. When Wi ≪ 1, the time for 

structural relaxation is comparatively short, and even under flow the liquid remains in 

equilibrium (there is no induced structural change); when Wi ≫ 1, there is structural 

change. In this study we find four different behaviors. In the glassy state, T<700 K, the 

picture is adequate, as permanent anisotropy vanishes as temperature increases. It is 

noticeable that the shearing processes below the glass transition preserves the shape of the 

dPDF up to 20 Å, corresponding to several neighboring shells. That is, the atomic structure 

of the glassy state is able to accommodate the imposed deformation without destroying the 

medium range order. Unexpectedly, temporary anisotropy appears in the liquid state, 

T=700 K, vanishing again at higher temperatures. This unexpected behavior may be 

attributed to similar shear and relaxation times in the low temperature liquid, which does 

not allow the slow liquid to regain isotropy within the observed timescale. Further work is 
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needed to characterize the detailed behavior of both 𝜏𝜏𝛼𝛼 and 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 along the glass transition 

in this alloy. 

Comparison to available experimental data is not easy due to several reasons. Firstly, 

the cooling rate of the simulation – 1013 K s-1 – is much higher than that of the actual 

Pd40Ni30P20Cu10 ribbons – ~106 K s-1 – , and thus the fictive temperature of the simulated 

glass is higher than that of the actual ribbons. Secondly, the deformation rate in the 

simulation is also much higher to those attainable macroscopically. Thirdly, the effect of P 

is probably quite important in the atomic topology; P is a non-metallic element and, may 

introduce some directional bonding not present in the simulation; and last, the main effects 

observed in the simulation are found in the second neighbor, so the subtle changes in the 

first neighbor will be also reflected into subtle changes of the first peak of S(q), difficult to 

distinguish due to the limited experimental accuracy. However, these factors may in part 

compensate, as the bond directionality of P may increase the remnant anisotropy while the 

lower quenching and deformation rates in actual ribbons may probably decrease it. The fact 

that remnant anisotropy is detected in simulations where the atomic potential is essentially 

non-directional seems to indicate that this is a disorder induced effect, not due to bond 

directionality, and may be an aspect present in the mechanical behavior of metallic glasses 

under deformation. 

The interesting point of this study is the characterization of the structural details 

giving rise to anisotropy, which have been unveiled by the calculation of the dPDFs of 

different geometric planes. In real materials, the experimental PDFs are obtained from X-

ray and Neutron scattering techniques. In the usual experimental configuration of 

diffraction studies determining anisotropic structural differences, the incident beam is 
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perpendicular to the loading axis of the sample in transmission geometry [6]. Therefore, the 

scattered interference patterns detected at a given angular sector contain the contribution of 

several different dPDFs. This study may help to understand the origin of the broadening of 

the first PDF peak and the subtle changes usually observed in these experiments. 

4. Conclusions 

Molecular dynamics simulations of shearing and recovery on a Cu13Ni34Pd53 metallic 

glass were performed at different temperatures. The computation of directional pair 

distribution functions allowed us the characterization of the structural anisotropy after the 

deformation process, giving a clear description of the changes underwent by the atomic 

environments. 

The simulations were performed at high Weissenberg number at room temperature 

and close to the glass transition. Only the low temperature simulations, at 0 and 300 K, 

showed anisotropy after recovering the original box size. Both the directional pair 

distribution functions and the geometric momentum of inertia computed at atomic level 

showed that remnant anisotropy appears aligned in the x=y and x=-y planes. This result is 

coherent with the shear applied in the xy plane. 

Temporary anisotropy was observed after shear at 700 K. However, atomic isotropy 

was recovered by subsequent shearing to the original box shape. The difference in the 

anisotropy generation at this temperature is attributed to the liquid-like structure observed 

at temperatures of 700 K and above. 
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Further work will be addressed to reduce the shearing rate to study remnant 

anisotropy in the inhomogeneous flow regime, as well as the interplay between the 

structural relaxation time and the shearing rate. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Shear stress distribution of the sample deformed up to 25% at 300 K in a xy 

plane, referred to the initial configuration. Left: after shearing. Right: after recovery. 

Figure 2. Directional PDF in planes normal to the three coordinates at different 

temperatures after shearing up to 25% and subsequent recovery of the orthogonal shape. In 

order to help visual comparison, the PDF before and after the shear/recovery process at the 

same temperature are displaced vertically; initial state (down), sheared box (middle), 

final state (top). When the three components overlap only the z component is visible. 

Figure 3. Top: directional PDF computed in the sample deformed up to 25% at 300 K 

after rotation of the box around the z axis. Same captions than in Figure 2. Bottom: zoom of 

the first correlation peak.  

Figure 4 Top: directional PDF computed in the sample deformed up to at 700 K after 

rotation of the box around the z axis. Same captions than in Figure 2. Bottom: zoom of the 

first correlation peak.  

Figure 5. Diagonal components of the atomic geometric inertia tensor of the sample 

deformed up to 25% and restored at 300 K on a xy (top) and xz (bottom) plane. Color scale 

ranges from blue (lowest value) to red (highest value). 
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